A grid arrangement made of one hundred rectangular cylinders fixed to the facade of a house generates strong and disturbing mono-harmonic noise. The cross-flow vibration of the rectangular cylinders is identified as the origin of the noise. The present article proposes a complete investigation of the Vortex Induced Vibration (VIV) combined with a grid effect. It is based on in situ measurements, numerical (finite elements and Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)) and extensive wind tunnel (WT) modelling. A comparison between unsteady pressure tap measurements and CFD results allows to understand the vortex shedding process and synchronization type depending on the wind incidence and spacing of the cylinders. On the basis of this multiapproach parametric investigation, a deep understanding of the VIV-grid phenomenon enables to propose two mitigation techniques. These techniques are tested and their effectiveness is reported in terms of vibration amplitude and acoustic intensity.
Introduction
shows the grid made of rectangular aluminium cylinders, concealing the terrace of the house. The phenomenon was rapidly identified as VIV of the cylinders, interacting inside the grid arrangement, for given wind conditions (direction and intensity). The purpose of this study is to characterise the phenomenon and propose a mitigation technique. Figure 2 shows measurements performed on the real grid during seven half days, to cover a large distribution of wind speeds and incidences. In this preliminary observation, three cylinders were instrumented with accelerometers, two filled with sand and one was empty. An anemometer is used to monitor the wind conditions. It appears that strong vibrations take place when the wind speed is above 5 m/s with a preferred 50° incidence. The vibration amplitude of the empty cylinder is more important than the filled one due to a lower weight and damping. A 1:1 scale model of the grid including ten cylinders was built and tested at the Wind Tunnel Laboratory of ULiège. This allowed to perform a parametric study of the grid by changing the wind incidence [Knisely (1989) ] and the cylinders spacing to obtain typical VIV responses and a Strouhal number map in the space of parameters [Zdravkovitch (1984) and Sumner et al. (2007) ]. The cylinders were instrumented by accelerometers and pressure taps to understand the flow in the grid arrangement. In parallel, a finite element model of the grid was used to characterise the dynamic properties of the grid. A CFD model allowed to deeper understand the flow between cylinders and the interaction between shear layers and cylinders, as a function of the spacing. Wind conditions of the real grid were reproduced and compared with the WT model, the latter showed critical condition at 5 m/s and 0°. The VIV curve in situ was a mixing of WT VIV curves between 0° and 50°. Figure 2 . In situ measurement: peak response during 7 half days, correspondence ! " -% " during event.
Results
After a deep analysis of the VIV-grid phenomenon, two mitigation techniques were proposed and tested: (i) solution 1 consists in adding a horizontal beam, riveted to the cylinders, while (ii) solution 2 is performed by adding sand in the cylinders. The first solution has the effect to stiffen and add damping to the structure and the second solution adds damping and weight but reduces the structural modal frequencies. Figure 3 shows the VIV curve obtained for the initial grid and the two solutions. Solution 2 allowed to reduce the vibration amplitude and the noise intensity but at a lower critical speed. Solution 1 was retained because vibration and noise amplitude were reduced, and the critical speed was higher (15 m/s), which is rather unlikely in the present landscape. The noise intensity in situ were higher than the one in the WT because of the terrace, playing as a guitar soundboard. 
